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Abstract
Partial trisomy 9q represents a rare and heterogeneous group of chromosomal aberrations characterised by various clinical features including pyloric stenosis. Here, we describe the case of a 1 year old female patient with different dysmorphic features including pyloric stenosis and prenatally detected partial trisomy 9q. This partial trisomy 9q has been analysed in detail to determine the size of the duplication and to characterise the chromosomal breakpoints. According to the data gained by different molecular cytogenetic techniques, such as fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) with whole and partial chromosome painting probes, yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) probes, and comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) probes, the derivative chromosome 9 can be described as dup(9)(pter→q22.1::q31.1→qter). Four breakpoint spanning YACs have been identified (y806f02, y906g6, y945f5, and y747b3) for the proximal breakpoint. According to this new case and previously published data, the recently postulated putative critical region for pyloric stenosis can be narrowed down to the subbands 9q22.1::q31.1 and is the result of either partial trisomy of gene(s) located in this region or a gene disrupted in 9q31.
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Partial trisomy 9q was first described by Turleau et al. in 1975. It is a rare and heterogeneous group with respect to the chromosomal region involved in the aberration and the clinical phenotype. As recently pointed out, pyloric stenosis is a common feature in 15 cases described so far with partial trisomy 9q. Although imprinting effects might play a role in the development of pyloric stenosis, according to published data the most likely assumption is that a gene for pyloric stenosis is located in the region of the distal breakpoint in 9q31.

Case report
The female patient is the first child of a 42 year old woman. Pregnancy was accomplished by in vitro fertilisation (ICSI) because of a long standing inability to conceive. During late pregnancy (week 35 of gestation), growth retardation was diagnosed, while the length of the fetus had been within the normal range during the previous examination in week 22. Apgar scores were performed and because of cardiac depression the child was born by caesarian section in the 36th gestational week. The female patient was hypotrophic at birth (weight 1400 g, length 36 cm) and showed multiple craniofacial anomalies like dolichocephaly (head circumference 26.5 cm, −4 SD below normal), saddle nose, mandibular hypoplasia, facial asymmetry (left microphthalmia, coloboma of the retina and the choroid) and hand anomalies (clinodactyly V, camptodactyly, overlapping fingers). Pyloric stenosis was diagnosed, which made a pylorotomy necessary. Growth retardation was apparent during postnatal development (−4 SD) together with severe mental retardation. Further investigations showed low levels of insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-I), IGF-II, and insulin growth factor binding protein 3 (IGFBP-3), while the values for IGFBP-2 were increased (data not shown but published in Hübler et al). At the age of 1 year, the patient was neither able to sit nor to say words, but could lift her head and fix on objects. A picture of the patient at the age of 8 months is shown in fig 1.

Figure 1 The female patient at the age of 8 months showing (A) the chest, arms, and head and (B) the eyes. (Photograph reproduced with permission.)
Material and methods

Metaphase chromosomes from cultured amniotic fluid cells and PHA stimulated peripheral blood lymphocytes (postnatal) of the patient were analysed by standard GTG and CGB banding. The chromosomes from peripheral blood lymphocytes were studied using the following FISH probes: whole and partial chromosome painting probes for chromosome 9 (wcp 9, pcp9p, pcp9q, midi 18, midi 23, midi 36 (y747b3, y750c6, y906g6, y945f5, y870b4, y750c6, y933c05) and different YAC probes (y933c05, y933g6, y908f11, y931d9, y933g6, y908f11, and y931d9) gave one specific signal, y870b4, y857g10, y933g6, y908f11, and y931d9 gave two signals, and y806f02, y906g6, y945f5, and y747b3 gave three specific signals. According to these data, loci detected by YAC probes, which map more distally in 9q31.2-32, are not involved in the duplication event and loci between 9q22 and 9q31 are duplicated. According to the distribution along the aberrant chromosome 9 of the YAC probes y806f02, y906g6, y945f5, and y747b3 and their signal intensity (fig 2E), a partial triplication is unlikely. The most proximal signal was always very weak compared to the other two more distal signals. Thus, a so called “probe splitting” is the most likely explanation for the observed FISH pattern and these four YACs must span the proximal breakpoint in 9q22.1.

This suggestion is confirmed by the fact that probes located more proximally in 9p12-9q21.3 (microdissection probe midi 23) or 9q13-9q21.1 (midi 36) do not show an aberrant hybridisation pattern on the enlarged chromosome 9.

According to these data the derivative chromosome 9 can be described as dup(9) (pter→q22.1::q22.1→q31.1→q22.1.1→q22.1→qter).

Cytogenetic examination of peripheral blood lymphocytes of the healthy parents showed no abnormalities.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on a case with partial trisomy 9q which has been diagnosed prenatally. The child was born at 36 weeks of gestation and was re-examined cytogenetically five months after birth. Thus, partial trisomy 9 could be confirmed in peripheral blood lymphocytes, as well as in amniotic fluid cells, and mosaicism could be excluded for two different tissue types.

Moreover, this is the first report of such an inverted duplication event in the long arm of chromosome 9. Even though there have been many reports on pericentric inversions of chromosome 9 and speculations about what they result from, the only valid hypothesis for their origin is that the presence of homologous sequences in proximal 9p and 9q may predispose to rearrangements. Thus, any speculations on the origin of the paracentric inversion in 9q reported here as a single case report are not warranted. However, the involvement of as yet unknown repetitive elements or transposons in the recombination event cannot be excluded.

Maraschio et al were the first to point out that there is an obvious correlation between pyloric stenosis and duplication of distinct parts of 9q. However, they only included four published cases with partial trisomy 9q without pyloric stenosis, even though there are some more. Assuming that 9q22-31.1 is a critical region for pyloric stenosis, there are five published cases corroborating this and at least six cases contradicting this point of view.

Twelve different YAC probes were used to characterise the aberrant chromosome 9; y750c6, y933c05, and y957h08 (9q31.2-32) gave one specific signal, y870b4, y857g10, y933g6, y908f11, and y931d9 (9q22-31) gave two signals, and y806f02, y906g6, y945f5, and y747b3 (9q22.1) gave three specific signals. According to these data, loci detected by YAC probes, which map more distally in 9q31.2-32, are not involved in the duplication event and loci between 9q22 and 9q31 are duplicated. According to the distribution along the aberrant chromosome 9 of the YAC probes y806f02, y906g6, y945f5, and y747b3 and their signal intensity (fig 2E), a partial triplication is unlikely. The most proximal signal was always very weak compared to the other two more distal signals. Thus, a so called “probe splitting” is the most likely explanation for the observed FISH pattern and these four YACs must span the proximal breakpoint in 9q22.1.
Characterisation of a partial trisomy 9q

Figure 3  Images were captured on a Zeiss Axioplan microscope (Zeiss Jena, Germany) with the IKAROS and ISIS digital FISH imaging system (MetaSystems, Altlussheim, Germany) using a XC77 CCD camera with on chip integration (Sony). (A) GTG banded chromosomes of the patient with the karyotype 46,XX,ins(9;?)(q22;?). The derivative chromosome 9 is marked by an arrow in the karyotype on the left. In the frame on the right the normal and aberrant chromosomes 9 of the patient from another metaphase are shown at greater magnification. The chromosomes have been “straightened” by image analysis to get a better comparison of the GTG banding pattern with the ideograms of the normal and aberrant chromosome 9. (B) CGH profile of the chromosome 9 of the patient. Result: rev ish eoh (9q22-q31). (C-G) FISH with microdissection and YAC probes: the probes midi 18 and midi 36 showed that the derivative chromosome 9 is monocentric (C-D) and because of the hybridisation pattern of midi 36 9q21.1 is not part of the duplication (D); y806f2 is one of the breakpoints spanning YACs and the resulting hybridisation pattern can only be explained by an inverted duplication in 9q (E); y933g6 showed that band 9q22.3 is duplicated (F), while the results of FISH with y957h08, located in 9q31.2-9q31.3, showed that this band is not part of the duplication (G). Thus the karyotype of the presented case is 46,XX; dup(9) (pter→q22.1::q22.1→q31.1::q31.1→q22.1::q31.1→qter).
without pyloric stenosis
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**Figure 4** Summary of published reports concerning the size of the duplicated regions of derivative chromosomes 9 and the correlation with the presence of pyloric stenosis. The numbers below the vertical lines indicate the size corresponding to the reference numbers. pc = present case.

(fig 4). However, some of the studies contradicting the assumption of Maraschio et al. were done in the early days of chromosome banding and exact breakpoints were not verified by FISH studies. On the other hand, the case of Stalker et al. from 1993 is well characterised by cytogenetic and molecular cytogenetic techniques. According to Maraschio et al., the duplication in this case spans the postulated critical region for pyloric stenosis in q12-q33, but no pyloric stenosis was reported. Moreover, in cases with complete trisomy 9 there have been no reports of pyloric stenosis. Imprinting could be another possible explanation for the fact that there are cases with duplication in 9q22.1-31.1 with and without pyloric stenosis. However, no cases with complete trisomy and pyloric stenosis have been described, which could be because all such cases which are viable are mosaic. The origin of the duplicated region of chromosome 9 has been clarified in only a few cases up to now. Sutherland et al. reported on a case without pyloric stenosis and maternal origin of the duplicated chromosome 9 material, while in two cases with pyloric stenosis the duplicated chromosome 9 material was shown to be of maternal origin as well. Thus, imprinting effects in chromosome 9 seem not to be involved in the formation of pyloric stenosis. Although the mode of inheritance in pyloric stenosis is unclear, it seems to be multifactorial and the fact that it was present in eight of 13 cases with a duplication of 9q22.1-31.1 cannot be ignored. The cases with partial trisomy 9q22.1-31.1 summarised in fig 4 show no significant segregation with the sex of the affected children: 3/7 without and 5/8 with pyloric stenosis were female. However, a simple gene dosage effect seems, according to published reports, unlikely to be the (only) reason for pyloric stenosis in such cases. There might be a gene disrupted in the distal part of the duplicated region. Four YACs spanning the proximal breakpoint in 9q22.1 were identified (fig 2; y8060f2, y906g6, y945f5, and y747b3) in the case presented here, but unfortunately none for the distal one. Re-examination of the distal breakpoint in different cases with pyloric stenosis should be performed to confirm or exclude the possibility of a common breakpoint inactivating a putative “pyloric stenosis gene” in 9q31.
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